1. Using safety description and Notice

- Capsule used drawer contains maximum 16 used capsules, clean the drawer once it gets full loaded and put back before dispensing the next coffee.
- Release the plug from the socket after used, it might cause the risk of electric shot or electric leakage and getting the fire.
- Power line can't be damaged, cut, pull and drag, reinstall or fold it up with the belt, also, won't let the heavy goods accumulately, those might cause the risk of line damaged and getting the fire.
- Holding on the plug once releasing from the socket, never pull and drag it that might cause the electric shot or short circuit.
- Never put the machine on an unstable place or no heat-resistant place, it might cause the risk of getting fire.
- Don't touch or move the steam/hot water, the wand after function, the temperature getting high temperature.
- Fill the water tank always in cool fresh water. Milk, wine or hot water will cause the machine deformed, or block by the coffee residue.
- Coffee machine apply for the coffee capsules, never brewing with ground coffee or coffee bean, it might causes the extraction system block.
- Don't leave fresh water on the machine for a long time, that will stale the coffee.

2. Parts name

- Indicator light
- Filter Coffee indicator light
- Espresso filter coffee
- Long filter coffee
- Capsule Cover
- Capsule Compartment
- Water tank
- Control lever for coffee/hotwater/steam
- Hot water/steam wand
- Adjustable coffee dispensing spout
- Hot water/steam/Milk frother spout
- Drip tray
- Used capsule drawer
- Handle
- Power Button
- (on the left down side of the machine)

3. Product Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>TSK-1136B</th>
<th>Italian Capsule Machine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spec.</td>
<td>220V~240V 50Hz 1250W</td>
<td>Weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Tank</td>
<td>1.2L</td>
<td>Power line length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>L 340 x W 247 x H 295 (mm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Automatic Cleaning System

- Coffee machine uses in the first time or long time no use, operating the automatic cleaning function.

1. Fill the fresh cool water in water tank, make sure the it is fixed in a proper position to avoid the water draining stop.

2. Make sure the control lever on a center place.

3. Plug in the power supply, switch on and the indication light simultaneously light in red, pre-heating blinking in green.

4. Pre-heating light steady green means ready to make a coffee.

5. Place the cup under the steam/hot water wand spout.

6-1. Control lever swivel to Steam, the pre-heating light blinking in orange light, means the water is gasifying becoming the vapor. Once the pre-heating light steadily in orange, the steam ejects from the steam/hot water spout 3-5 seconds then swiveling control lever to Hot water, the spout flowing out the hot water, meantime, the pre-heating light blinking in green. Hot water flowing continuous till the green steady and swivel the control lever in center "0" degree to stop the water.

6-2. Put the cup under the coffee dispensing spout press Long coffee button, the hot water will flow to the capsule used drawer and also from the coffee dispensing spout, wait for running out of the water to finish the system clean.

Notice
when indication light and pre-heating light blinking in red simultaneously, means machine is under safety protection system, then switch off and on again.

Notice
Use the rubber holder adjust the steam/hot water wand to avoid causing the high temperature wound.

Notice
To avoid the water overflow, cup size must bigger than 250ml.

5. Make Espresso coffee

- Fill the fresh cool water in water tank, make sure the it is fixed in a proper position to avoid the water draining stop.

1. Make sure the control lever on a center place.

2. Plug in the power supply, switch on and the indication light simultaneously light in red, pre-heating blinking in green.

3. Pre-heating light steady green means ready to make a coffee.

4. Pull up the handle to open the cover.

5. Insert the capsule into the compartment.

Notice
For the user protection reason, Control lever has safety security function. The user has to check Control lever stay in the center "0" degree then follow the indication to make a cup of coffee.

Notice
when indication light and pre-heating light blinking in red simultaneously, means machine is under safety protection system, then switch off and on again.

Notice
The capsule has to insert properly to avoid the events of extraction system running failure or the dispensing volume unstable.
5. Make Espresso coffee

Pull down the handle to close the cover, meantime, make sure the capsule is pricked inside the compartment for operating the extraction correctly.

Place cup under dispensing spout, Espresso coffee pre-brewing functions 3 seconds on and 3 seconds off, then dispensing coffee from the spout.

Press espresso button to start the pump working, coffee dispensing about 50ml and system stop automatically. Reinstall the coffee volume, you might press the ideal coffee button 3 seconds and wait for the indicator light blinking, released the button, the coffee start dispensing won’t stop until press again the same button.

After dispensing coffee each time pull up the handle to drop the used capsule into the drawer.

The maximum capacity of capsules used drawer contains about 16 pieces, it have to clean after using a period of time. Dripping tray collects water have to clean once it getting full.

6. Make Long coffee

Pour mineral water or once boiled cool water to the water tank, covering with the tank cover, insure the water dispensing system in a good condition, press and make sure the water tank have been fixed correctly on the machine.

Make sure the control lever on a center place.

Plug in the electricity and switching on the indicator light showing in red and wait for the pre-heating light blinking in green.

Pre-heating light steady green means ready to make a coffee.

Pull the handle to open the cover.

Insert the capsule into the container.

⚠️ Notice
For the user protection reason, Control lever has safety security function. The user has to check Control lever stay in the center "0" degree then follow the indication to make a cup of coffee.

⚠️ Notice
Once the indication light and pre-heating light blinking all in red, means machine in safety protection, pls. switch off and on to re-start.

⚠️ Notice
The capsule has to insert properly to avoid the events of extraction system running failure or the dispensing volume unstable.
6. Make Long coffee

Pull the handle, the cover open automatically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Long Coffee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cup minimum size about 120ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mug Cup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mug Cup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cup minimum size about 200ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Put the cup under the coffee dispensing spout.

Pressing the Long coffee button, this is an automatic coffee machine. The original coffee volume is 120ml. Modify the volume setting, to press Long coffee continuously 3 seconds wait for the electric light blinking, and releasing the button until reaching the ideal volume then press again to finalize the settlement. Maximum volume is 150ml.

After coffee dispensed, pull up the handle, the capsule will drop automatically into the capsule used drawer.

The maximum capacity of capsules used drawer contains about 15 pieces, it have to clean after using a period of time. Dripping tray collects water have to clean once it getting full.

7. Notice of making coffee

- Capsule machine apply only for CaffèTiziano capsule coffee, won't put the coffee bean, ground coffee or other brand capsule coffee.
- Capsule broken or damaged, it has to dump and won't insert to the machine.
- Insert the capsule into the container has to in proper position.
- Watch out the water level during coffee dispensing, once it locates in low level, have to pour more water.
- Insert the capsule once make the coffee, won't leave the capsule too long inside the container and losing the fresh flavor.
- During coffee dispensing, watch out the coffee flowing out of the cup and cause the wound.
- Coffee flowing out the spout in high temperature, drink carefully avoiding burn.
8. Make a Hot Water (for 1136B only)

Fill the fresh water in water tank and make sure it is fixed a propose position it might stop the coffee dispensing.

Make sure the control lever on a center place.

Plug in the power supply, switch on and the indication light simultaneously light in red, pre-heating blinking in green.

Pre-heating light steady green means ready to make a coffee.

Place the cup under the steam/hot water wand spout.

Control lever swivel the left side and the hot water start draining, means the machine functioning the cooling system.

Return the Control lever to stop the hot water draining. If the Control lever won't be returned, the hot water will be stopped after 2 minutes.

Notice
when indication light and pre-heating light blinking in red simultaneously, means machine is under safety protection system, then switch off and on again.

9. Making the milk froth(for 1136B only)

Pour mineral water or once boiled cool water to the water tank, covering with the tank cover, insure the water dispensing system in a good condition, press and make sure the water tank have been fixed correctly on the machine.

Make sure the control lever on a center place. Plug in the power supply, switch on and the indication light simultaneously light in red, pre-heating blinking in green.

Pre-heating light steady green means ready to make a coffee.

Place the cup under the steam/hot water spout.

Control lever swivel to Steam, the pre-heating light blinking in orange light, means the water is gradually becoming the vapor. Once the pre-heating light steady in orange, the steam ejects from the steam/hot water spout.

Move the steam/hot water wand higher and put one cup under the spout but make the milk cover the steam/hot water wand to create the froth.

Return the Control lever to stop the hot water draining. If the Control lever won't be returned, the steam will be stopped after 4-5 minutes.

Notice
- The high temperature is dangerous, it might cause the heat wound.
- The steam eject create the circulation, keep the spout some distance away from the cup bottom to make a good froth.
- After making froth, there are some milk leave inside the steam/hot water wand, in turn processing the automatic clean function to keep all time clean and the future use.
- Steam/hot water wand swivel maximum 45 degree. Don't move it strongly force during steam operation, it might cause the heat wound.
- After steam/hot water functions, to continue making a cup of coffee, it is necessary to cool down the machine in a few minutes (see 10. Machine Cool Down Function) to wait for the pre-heating light steady in green.
10. Machine Cooling System (for 1136B only)

- Machine need to cool down few minutes to make another coffee after finished steam/hot water function.

- Speedy cooling operation (take about 20~30 seconds)

  Make sure the control lever on the center place.

  When the indicator light blinks means start the automatic cooling system.

  Place a cup (vol. 250ml) under the steam spout when the indicator light blinks.

  Control lever swivel the left side and the hot water start draining, means the machine functioning the cooling system.

  Swivel the control lever to the center 0 degree, wait for few seconds the indicator blinking turn into steady light, means the cooling process is down for making the next cup of coffee.

11. Problem shot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem shot</th>
<th>Possible reason</th>
<th>handling methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switch on the pre-heating light blinks in green</td>
<td>Machine extraction system function the inner pressure</td>
<td>Put one cup under the steam/hot water spout, Control lever swivel to Steam and operates the releasing pressure process, wait for few minutes once the pre-heating light turn to steady orange light, swivel the Control lever to Hot water, wait for a few minutes, once the pre-heating light in steady green, return the Control lever to center “0” degree. Now, the machine is ready to make coffee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handle stuck</td>
<td>Functioning the safety lock during running coffee dispensing</td>
<td>Keep the machine cooling down until releasing from the high pressure before starting the next function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No dispensing coffee steam and water</td>
<td>Water tank is located in an improper position</td>
<td>Inspect the machine and plug in the electricity, if the water ceased check the water tank in a proper position.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. Maintenance and Clean

- Steam/hot water wand and spout
  
  Wipe the steam/hot water wand and spout after use, wash the milk leave with clean water to keep all time available.

- Capsule used drawer
  
  Clean the capsule used drawer, dumping the used capsules and clean the drawer with the washing liquid and drying the used capsule drawer before put into the storage.

- Dripping tray
  
  Clean with the washing liquid and drying the dripping tray before put into the storage.

- Machine main housing
  
  Wiping the main housing by the wet wiper. Never dip the housing in water.

- Water tank
  
  Washing the water tank by clean water, drying it before put into the storage.

⚠️ Notice

Never put the water tank, capsule used drawer, dripping tray being clean by the washing machine.